
Pumpkin Harvest

© Katelyn Dennison

Clue 2

Clue 2 is here!! Lets Have some fun making clue 2 and make a pumpkin!! For this we will 

need:

For the assorted oranges, You will need to sew them together in a strip-set. ( it doesn't 

matter what order you sew your assorted oranges in ) and then use the template that I 

made for you! Cut out the pumpkin’s individually. We will need to cut out 5 pumpkins. 

( This will take some work. )This is what is should look like: 

For the brown we will need just a scrap ( Not a big one! ) You can 
use the template I made for you for the brown as well!! Then when 
you are done cutting this you will need to sew this to the top of the 
orange we just cut! You may also cut your own stem in your own 
way and shape ( as long as it fits! )This is what is should look like:
     

Assorted Oranges ( You might need some extra )

1 ½ -  6 ½ in. strips 30

Brown

1 ¼ - 2 in. units 5
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For the background, We will need to cut 5 Squares. These squares 
should fit your pumpkin perfectly. For this step, you will need any 
sort of Glue-stick ( Fabric Glue-stick or Regular Glue-stick ). You will 
need to glue your fabrics together. Just to stick them together while 
you sew. ( Page 3 for instructions. )

This is what the finished product should look like:

     

That is the Table runner finished!! Last you will need to cut your 
border! This is the last step to clue 2. These are the Measurements 
for the border: 

This is my border done and This is what it should look like, but I 
folded my strips in half to show you the strip: 

Purple ( Background ) You will need a lot of scraps for this!!

6 ½  in. - 6 ½ in. Square 5

Border

H: 17 in. W: 2 in. Strips 2

H: 2 in. W: 36 in. Strips 2
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STEPS TO USE THE GLUE:

1: Grab your glue stick and glue the back of your stem to your 
purple ( Background ). You can lift up your pumpkin to make it fit!h
2: Glue the back of your pumpkin to the purple ( Background ). 
( Make sure you don't cover the stem. )
3: Sew your pumpkin and stem to your Purple ( Background )!

Steps in picture form 

1:

 1:                                                                 2:

                                     
                    

  2:                                                        3:
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3:                                                                   3:
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